Durable
Beautiful
Elegant
Dependable

CAPRI

Style with charm and privacy
Elegant and streamlined, Capri is a classic awning designed to bring
style to your windows with discretion and simplicity. Its slim lines are
essential, but still sufficient to assure the incredible strength of its
structure, strong enough to allow up to 20′ widths.
Ideal to protect immediate indoor areas from overheating and UV rays,
Capri can operate either manually or electrically and is offered in
white, brown, cream, or gray powder coated finished aluminum. Outfit
your Capri in one of hundreds of brilliant color fabrics!

When completely rolled up, Capri can rest discretely above your
window. When rolled out, its spring-loaded arms conveniently reach
any desired position in a matter of seconds, making this retractable
awning the ideal response to high noon or low afternoon sun. If
provided with extra fabric, Capri can also be lowered 180 degrees
down for total window privacy.
Created to dress small or large windows, this drop arm retractable
awning is easy to install and operate, and it is the modern response to
rectangular stationary awnings.

Product Features
Durable.
Engineered to satisfy the most
stringent mechanical
requirements, its arms are tested
to last twice the expected life
span commonly referred to by
the industry and its stainless steel
cables are protected with an UV
resistant coating to increase their
endurance.

Beautiful.
Capri’s sleek design has been
achieved to enhance the value
of your home. With the
extensive variety of colors
offered today by hundreds of
vivid fabrics, the finish of its
parts, its compact look when
totally retracted, and the
flexuosity of its arms when fully
extended, Capri has the look
you want.

Elegant.
They say elegance is to stand
inconspicuously. So, the
discrete design of Capri is
meant to blend with the siding
of your house while extending
its presence to your immediate
outdoor lending graceful
ambiance to any setting. You
will appreciate Capri generous
size and uncommon strength.

Dependable.
Built only with the finest
materials, Capri frames are
finished with electrostatic
powder coated epoxy paint on
all its parts to assure the most
durable and yet elegant finishing
against chipping, cracking, and
fading. Like all Alutex products,
Capri is covered by a ten-year
warranty.

Product Highlights

When completely rolled up, Capri rests discretely above your
window.

When rolled out, its spring-loaded arms conveniently reach any
desired position in a matter of seconds.

Capri brackets are very discrete and designed to fit in 4″. They

Capri’s arms are spring loaded to maintain constant tension in
the fabric even under moderate wind loads.

can be installed either on walls or under a soffit.

Technical Speciﬁcations
Width Range

4′ to 20′ (1/8″ increment)

Pitch Control

0 to 180 degrees fully dropped

Projection Range

2’8″, 3’4”, 4’, 4’7”, 5’3″

Fabric Options

Over 300 acrylic patterns

Side dimension w/Hood 5’1/4″ H x 8″ W
Side size w/out Hood

4’1/4″ H x 4’1/2″ W

Hood

Optional

Hood Shape

Round

Opening Control

Gear or Motorized

Installation Option

Wall, Soffit

Bracket Size

4’1/4″ H x 2 ” W x 4’3/4″ L

Standard Frame Color

White, Cream, Gray, Brown

Custom Frame Color

Any RAL color (on request)

Frame Warranty

10 Years

CAUTIONARY AND IMPORTANT OPERATING INFORMATION: Retractable Awnings contain strong springs under tension. Retractable awnings are
specifically designed to be retracted under inclement weather conditions and be used primarily for sun protection. They are not designed to withstand high
winds, heavy rain or snow. During those times, awnings must be fully retracted to prevent damages not covered by warranty.

